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This paper describes a general approach to the optimal design of communications networks when considering both economics and
reliability. The approach uses a genetic algorithm to identify the best topology of network arcs to collectively meet cost and
network reliability considerations. This approach is distinct because it is highly flexible and can readily solve many versions of the
network design problem, including formulations not previously seen in the literature that more closely reflect actual design
scenarios. The method is shown to be effective, computationally efficient and flexible on a suite of diverse test problems.

1. Introduction

[2,6,14], or heuristic-based which can be applied to larger
networks but do not guarantee optimality.
Previous heuristic approaches include tabu search
The problem of how to cost effectively design a network
so that certain constraints are met and an objective is [9,15], genetic algorithms [7,8,11,12,16], simulated anoptimized is relevant in many real world applications nealing [1,3,5] and others [4]. Kumar et al. have applied
such as telecommunications 11-31, computer networking Genetic Algorithms (GA) to the problem of network
[4-61, sewage systems [7], and oil and gas lines [7]. This design [ l l ] and network expansion [12] when considering
paper focuses on the design of minimum cost reliable several objectives and constraints. The closest version of
networks when a set of nodes and their topology are their research to this paper is network design when
given, along with a set of possible bi-directional arcs that maximizing reliability given a cost constraint. Their GA
connect them. It is assumed that nodes are perfectly re- approach to this problem has two significant limitations.
liable and d o not fail, and that arcs have two possible First, they require that all network designs considered
states - good or failed. Arcs fail independently and repair throughout the search be feasible. While this is relatively
is not considered. These are common assumptions among easy to achieve using a cost constraint and a maximum
this family of problems [l-121. Each possible arc has a reliability objective, it is not easy when using a cost
known reliability and cost per unit distance. In many objective and a reliability constraint. The second limipapers, a unit cost is not specifically mentioned; instead tation is their encoding, which is a list of all possible arcs
each arc is assigned a weight which is used as the com- from each node, arranged in an arbitrary node sequence.
plete cost of the arc [1,2,4,8,10,12]. The most common The presence of an arc is signaled by a 1 and its absence
objective is to design a network by selecting a subset of by a 0.For a ten node problem, the encoding grows to a
the possible arcs so that network reliability is maximized string length of 90. However, the more serious drawback
and a maximum cost constraint is met.
of the encoding is the difficulty in maintaining the
This network design problem is an NP-hard combi- agreement of the arcs present and absent after crossover
natorial optimization problem [13] where the search space and mutation. An elaborate repair operator must be
for a fully connected network with N nodes and k possible used, which would tend to disrupt the beneficial effects of
arc choices is:
GA crossover. Finally, while the approach of Kumar
et al. [11,12] might be expanded to consider alternative
,$~lx(lNkl))/2.
(1) formu)ations, the papers address only all-terminal netCompounding the exponential growth in the number of work reliability with arcs of identical reliability and unit
possible network architectures is the point that the cal- cost.
culation of network reliability is also an NP-hard probIn fact, a simplistic and restrictive assumption of prelem, which grows exponentially with the number of arcs. vious research is that all possible arcs must have identical
Previous approaches have either been enumerative- reliability and unit cost. This is a limitation of the
based, which are applicable only for small network sizes mathematical approaches to the problem, not of the de-
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sign problem itself. In real world design problems there process (generations), the population will evolve until it
are generally multiple choices for arcs, each with an as- generates optimal or near-optimal solutions. The roots
sociated reliability and unit cost, and other design attri- for this expectation lie in schema theory described by
butes. When considering the economics of network Holland [22] and Goldberg [23]. DeJong [24] first applied
design, it is imperative to allow designs with arcs of dif- GA to the field of optimization. The notation used
fering unit costs. For example, in telecommunications, a throughout the rest of the paper is:
cable can be sheathed, or not. The research presented in
N = Set of given nodes.
this paper makes the significant relaxation that there are
L = Set of possible arcs.
multiple choices .of arc type for each possible arc and the
lij = Option of each arc. lij E {0,1,2,. ..,k - 1).
final network may have a heterogeneous combination of
differing arc reliabilities and costs. This relaxation, while p(lk) = Reliability of arc option.
greatly improving the relevance of the problem to real c(lk) = Unit cost of arc option.
x = Architecture of network design.
world economic design, also complicates the network
C(x) = Total cost of network design.
reliability calculation and exponentially increases the
Co = Maximum cost constraint.
search space.
R ( x ) = Reliability of network design.
Another shortcoming of previous approaches is their
Ro = Minimum network reliability constraint.
limitation to a single network reliability metric and a
g = GA generation.
single optimization formulation using cost and reliability.
s = GA population size per generation.
These are also relaxed in this paper, and a general, flexible
m0/0 = GA percentage of mutants created each
design optimization approach is put forth. This approach
generation.
is demonstrated on two reliability metrics (all-terminal
r, = GA penalty rate.
and source-sink) and with two different objectives (maxr,, = GA mutation rate.
imizing reliability given a cost constraint and minimizing
t = Number of Monte Carlo reliability simulation
cost given a reliability constraint). The all-terminal reliiterations.
ability (also called the uniform or overall reliability) of a
A genetic algorithm lends itself to the problem of
network is the probability that every node in the network
design can communicate with every other node, over a economic design of reliable networks because each netspecified mission time. The source-sink network reliabil- work design x is easily formed into a k-ery string (a string
ity is the probability that the source node in the network where each position can be one of k values) which can be
can communicate with the sink node, also over a specified used as a chromosome for the genetic algorithm. A
mission time.
chromosome is a GA term that is used to describe the
This research uses a genetic algorithm because of its encoded solution for a particular problem. Each place of
effectiveness and flexibility in solving many NP-hard the chromosome string is called an allele. Thus if the
combinatorial problems including those of reliability chromosome is of size ten then it contains ten alleles.
design [17-211. The paper discusses the GA, network Contained in the chromosome is all the information
reliability calculation and the search strategy. The opti- needed to distinguish a particular solution of the probmization approach is demonstrated on five test problems lem. In this case each allele of the chromosome represents
and is shown to be flexible, powerful and robust, and a possible arc in the network design problem so there are
is computationally tractable for even large-scale net- N(N - 1)/2 alleles in each chromosome architecture x.
The value of each of these elements tells which type of
works.
connection, I, the specific arc has with the pair of nodes,
ij, adjacent to it.
2. Description of the approach
The following example for a problem with N = 5 and
k = 4 levels of connections shows how a candidate
Genetic algorithms were first described by Holland in the network design is encoded as a chromosome. Notice that
1970s and were inspired by natural selection [22]. In na- the same solution is represented in both the arc matrix of
ture, the best members of a population survive and breed, Fig. 1 and in Table 1. There are (5 x 4)/2 = 10 possible
thus letting the good traits of a species be passed on from arcs for this example but only five are present; the other
one generation to the next. Spontaneous mutation results five are at level of connection lij = 0. This information is
in new gene combinations that may be beneficial. Simi- placed in a chromosome by copying and concatenating
larly in GA's the best members of a population of designs each row of the upper triangular of the matrix into the
(parents) are blended to form new members (children) in chromosome as is seen below (note that the only possible
the hope that the good design components are passed on values allowed in each allele of the chromosome are
to the next generation. Designs are also randomly per- 0 , l , . . . , k - 1):
turbed (mutants) to introduce the concept of mutation.
Chromosome : (0 100203102).
Eventually, through the repetition of the reproduction

Economic design of reliable networks
Below is the GA algorithm, followed by a more detailed description of the key steps.

+ Initialize parameters
Smax

-

Fig. 1. Example network design.

m%
rm

r~
reliability calculation method - backtracking or
simulation

+ Randomly generate initial population, g = 1

In this paper, the objective is to find the minimum cost
network architecture that meets a pre-specified network
reliability:
Downloaded by [Auburn University] at 13:37 05 March 2014
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Minimize: C(x),
subject to R(x) Ro.

>

This formulation differs from the usual method of maximizing reliability subject to a maximum cost constraint
as in Kumar et al. [I 1,121 and is computationally more
difficult because the constraint is no longer linear. However, in network design the overriding constraint is reliability, which must meet a minimum level. Cost is
dependent on first meeting the reliability constraint, and
is therefore best handled as an objective rather than a
hard constraint. If the network reliability is below the
user-specified reliability, the solution is considered infeasible. Feasibility is especially hard to maintain in a GA
because the blending and perturbation of solutions tends
to disrupt feasibility. Rather than discard infeasible designs, it is' better to penalize them according to their
distance from feasibility and on the length of the optimization process [19]. This will encourage the optimization process to concentrate where the reliability
constraint is active, which will tend to result in minimum
cost feasible networks. The objective value above is
therefore modified when the network does not meet the
minimum reliability constraint to:

Send initial population to the reliability calculation function
Send initial population to the cost calculation
function
0 infeasible members are penalized
Check for initial Best Solution
0 if no solution is feasible the best infeasible solution is recorded
Begin generational loop
+ Select and Breed Parents
0 copy Best Solution in new population
0 two distinct parents are chosen using a rankbased procedure
0 children are generated using uniform crossover
0 after a child is created it is mutated
0 when enough children are created the parents
are replaced by the children
+ Send new population to the reliability calculation
function
+ Send new population to the cost calculation
function
0 infeasible members are penalized
0 Check for New Best Solution
if no solution is feasible the best infeasible solution is recorded
+ Repeat until g = g,,

2.1. Selection and breeding
where C,(x) is the penalized cost, C(x) is the unpenalized
cost and C(x*) is the cost of the best feasible solution in
the population.

Table 1. Five node connectivity matrix

Parents are selected to breed using a rank based quadratic
procedure [25]. All the parents in the population are ordered according to their level of fitness with 1 being the
highest level of fitness, then a random number between 0
and f i is generated. The random number is squared,
truncated and 1 is added to it. The resulting number is the
rank of the parent chosen. A parent is not allowed to
breed with itself.
Blending is done using uniform crossover [23]. This is
accomplished by randomly taking an allele from one of
the parents to form the corresponding allele of the child.
This is done for each allele of the chromosome. For example, suppose parents xl and x2 are chosen to breed.

Deefer and ~ ; n i f h
(OI2Ol3lOl I),
X2 (1 111012002),
child (01 10132001).
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After a new population is created it goes through a
mutation process. A solution undergoes mutation according to the percentage of population mutated. For
example if m% = 20% and s = 30, then six members are
randomly chosen and mutated. Once a solution is chosen
to be mutated then the probability of mutation for each
al.lele is equal to the mutation rate, r,. Hence if r, = 0.3
then each allele of the solutibn will be mutated with a 0.3
probability. When an allele is mutated its value must
change. If an arc was turned off, lii = 0, then it will be
turned on with an equal probability of being turned to
any of the states 1 through k - 1. If an allele is originally
on, then it will either be turned off (k = 0) or it will be
turned to one of the different on levels, with equal
probability. An example is seen below. The solution has
been mutated by changing the seventh allele from a 2 to a
0 and changing the ninth allele from a 0 to a 1.
solution (01 10132001)
mutated solution (01 1013001 1)

2.2. Calculation of network reliability

The problem of calculating or estimating the reliability of
a network is another active area of research related to the
economic network design problem. There are two main
approaches - exact calculation through analytic methods
[10.26-281 and estimation through variations of Monte
Carlo simulation [29-361. For the all-terminal network
reliability problem, efficient simulation is difficult because
these methods generally lose efficiency as a network approaches a fully connected state. There are also upper and
lower bound expressions for network reliability
[10,31,37], however these are too loose to be effective
surrogates i n the all-terminal design process. Furthermore, many bounding procedures and improved efficiency simulations depend on the assumption that all arcs
have the same reliability, which is relaxed in this research.
Therefore in this paper, either the network reliability was
calculated exactly using a backtracking procedure or a
classic Monte Carlo procedure estimated the network
reliability.
The backtracking algorithm from Ball and Van Slyke
[26] is given below and exactly calculates the network
unreliability (1 - R(x)).
Step 0 . (Initialization). Mark all arcs as free; create a
stack that is initially empty.
Step I . (Generate modified cutset)
(a) Find a set of free arcs that together with all
inoperative arcs will form a network-cut.

(b) Mark all the arcs found in ](a) inoperative
and add them to the stack.
(c) The stack now represents a modified cutset;
add its probability to a cumulative sum.
Step 2. (Backtrack)
(a) If the stack.is empty, end.
(b)Take an arc off the top of the stack.
.
(c) If the arc is inoperative and if when made
operative, a spanning tree of operative arcs
exists, then mark it free and go to 2(a).
(d) If the arc is inoperative and the condition tested in 2(c) does not hold, then mark it operative, put it back on the stack and go to Step I.
(e) If the arc is operative, then mark it free and
go to 2(a).
Note that the algorithm above is for all-terminal reliability and needs to be modified for use in 'a source-sink
design problem as below:
Step 0. (Initialization). Mark all arcs as free; create a
stack that is initially empty.
Step I . (Generate modified cutset)
(a) Find a set of free arcs that together with all
inoperative arcs will form a source-sink cut.
@)Mark all the arcs found in 'l(a) inoperative
and add them to the stack.
(c) The stack now represents a modified cutset;
add its probability to a cumulative sum.
Step 2. (Backtrack)
(a) If the stack is empty, end.
(b) Take an arc off the top of the stack.
(c) If the arc is inoperative and if when made
operative, a path from the source to the sink
exists, then mark it free and go to 2(a).
(d)If the arc is inoperative and the condition
tested in 2(c) does not hold, then mark it
operative, put it back on the stack and go to
Step 1.
(e) If the arc is operative, then mark it free and
go to 2(a).
For larger networks, Monte Carlo simulation is used to
accurately estimate network reliability. The network is
simulated t times given the design and the arc reliabilities:
Initialize i = 0, c = 0.
Step 0 . While i < t , Repeat.
Step I. Randomly generate network.
( a ) i = i + I.
Step 2. Check to see if the network forms a spanning tree.
(a) If the network forms a spanning tree then
c = c + 1, go to StepO.
(b) If the network does not form a spanning tree
go to Step 0.
Step 3. R ( x ) = c l t .

Economic design of reliable networks
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When the need to simulate a network's reliability arises,
other issues become important. One of these issues is
whether or not the estimator is biased. The other issue is
the variance of the estimate. Every Monte Carlo technique referenced is an unbiased estimator. The variance
of the Monte Carlo method described above is:

Table 3. CPU effort per solution evaluated for different
problem sizes
Problem size

CPU seconds per solution

5 nodes
10 nodes
18 arcs, source-sink
14 nodes
19 nodes

T o get a more accurate reliability estimate, t must increase.
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3. Test problems and results
Five test problems were studied and each exhibits a different aspect of the GA metaheuristic approach. The first
problem is a five node network taken from Jan et al. [2]
but expanded by changing the arcs from a simple on/off
state to one of four possible states. These four arc types,
shown in Table 2 were used for the first four test problems. Problem 1 is considered with seven different system
reliability constraints and uses the backtracking algorithm to calculate R ( x ) exactly. The second test problem
is used to show the scale-up of this approach. It was
generated by randomly choosing ten nodes on a 100 by
100 grid. Monte Carlo simulation was used to estimate
reliability for this larger problem. The third test problem
shows the flexibility of the approach by considering
economic design of an 18 arc source-sink network. The
fourth test problem is a 14 node problem that alters the
objective furiction/constraint set by maximizing reliability
given a maximum cost. Finally, the approach is demonstrated on a network design problem currently facing the
government of Turkey. This is the connection of 19 university and research center sites located in nine cities by a
high-speed data network.
While CPU time comparisons are difficult to make
precisely because of the differences between hardware and
software platforms and the issue of non-optimized code,
Table 3 gives the average CPU times for each solution
evaluated on a UNIX mainframe computer for each of
the five problem sizes. Most of the CPU time is directed
a t calculating or estimating the network reliability (which ,
forms part of the objectiv; function), with much less time
needed for the GA operators of crossover, mutation and

Table 2. Arc unit costs and corresponding reliabilities
Connection type (k)

Not connected, 0
1
2
3

Reliability

0 .
0.70
0.80
0.90

Unit cost

0
8
10
14

selection. The results in the subsequent sections will show
that the GA only examines a very small fraction of the
possible search space, so these average CPU times taken
with the number of solutions considered gives a reasonable appraisal of the computational effort involved in the
process. It might also be noted that for design problems
of this type, the issue of CPU time is not critical. These
are not activities that must be performed in real time, and
the user will typically have considerable flexibility in the
computational effort allowed. Of course, the CPU effort
must be within practical limits, thus precluding the use of
exact algorithms for network reliability on large problems.
3.1. Test problem I -five nodes

The problem was created by using the test problem arc
costs of Jan et al. [2) as distances and using the unit costs
and reliabilities shown in Table 2. Since this problem has
k = 4 levels its search space size is 4(5x4)/2= 1048576.
This problem was considered a t seven different system
reliability levels seen in Table 4 to examine performance
at different levels of constraint. Sin& this was a relatively
small problem it was possible to enumerate the exact
solutions for the seven different system reliability levels
using the backtracking algorithm [26]. The optimal solutions for each level of constraint appear with the solution vectors x in Table 4. Note each solution vector x
makes use of two o r more arc connection levels clearly
showing the value of expanding the search space to
consider different cost/reliability levels. Furthermore,
some of the designs are counterintuitive and would
probably not be identified by human designers. For exTaMe 4- Optimal solutions for test problem

Deeter and Smith
ample, the second most constrained version where R(x) "general" reliability check, which was used on every new
must be 0.995 or above includes many of the least reliable population member, the total number of replications used
in the estimator was dynamic. At the first generation, the
arc type ( I v = 1).
After exploratory runs of the GAYthe following were estimator replicated each system 1000 times (t = 1000).
= 6000. As the number of generations increased, the number of
set: s = 40, m% = 25, r,,, = 0.25, r, = 6, and g,,
Each level of constraint was run over the same set of ten replications used in the general reliability check also indifferent random number seeds. Because GA is a sto- creased. After every hundredth generation the number of
chastic algorithm, it is important to characterize the replications used in the general reliability check was invariability due to the choice of random seed. In the most cremented by 1000 (t = f 1000). This dynamic apconstrained versions of the problem (Ro = 0.999 or 0.995) proach was used so that as the search progressed the
the GA found the optimal solution in many of the runs, reliability estimates would get better. Whenever a soluand always converged to a feasible, near-optimal solu- tion was created that met the reliability constraint using
tion. For the other five versions (Ro = 0.99,0.95,0.93125, the general reliability estimator, and had a cost that was
0.90, 0.85) the optimal solution was found using each of less than the best cost found so far, a "best check" relithe ten seeds. Overall, the optimal solution is found in ability estimator was used. This replicated a'given system
fewer total evaluations as the severity of the constraint of t = 25000 times. The best check was used to help ensure
the problem is relaxed, i.e., as Ro is lowered. As is seen in the feasibility and accuracy of the very best candidate
the summary in Table 5, the average portion of the so- designs.
= 1200,
lution space that must be searched in order to find the
From initial experimentation s = 90 and g,
optimal solution is fairly consistent. Note that this is an with the other parameters remaining the same as in test
upper bound as there is no accounting for duplicate problem 1. The search space and the chromosome length
solutions that are likely to occur in a GA search. Con- are both much larger than in the previous test problem,
sidering the proportion of the possible network designs prompting the increase in the number of designs searpossible
examined (0.44-1 1.34%), that optimal solutions were ched. Since the ten node problem has 1.24 x
obtained in most cases, and very good, feasible solutions designs, it was impossible to enumerate. Thus a random
were obtained otherwise, the GA appears to be very ef- greedy search was used to compare the effectiveness of the
fective. Conserving the proportion of the solution space GA. In the greedy search, the same number of designs
searched is a primary concern in network reliability were selected and the cost of every design was calculated.
problems where the calculation or estimation of reliability If the cost of a particular design was less than the cost of
is computationally expensive.
the best design found so far then the reliability of that
solution was calculated using the best check reliability
estimator described above. If the estimated reliability was
3.2. Test problem 2 - ten nodes
greater than Ro then the new solution became the new
The ten node test problem was designed by randomly best solution. Ten runs of each algorithm using the same
picking ten sets of (x,y) coordinates and using each of the set of random number seeds were averaged and plotted as
points as nodes on an 100 by 100 grid. The Euclidean shown in Fig. 2.
Notice that the line corresponding to the best cost that
distances between the nodes were calculated (Appendix,
Table Al) and the unit costs and reliabilities were from the GA finds dips much more rapidly than does the best
Table 2. The ten node problem was examined with a cost corresponding to the greedy algorithm indicating
system reliability requirement of 0.95. Because of the that the GA will find good solutions much more effinetwork size, reliability could not be calculated exactly ciently than a myopic approach. Also in the graph it is
using backtracking. The Monte Carlo estimator of reliability used both dynamic and static parameters. For the
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Table 5. Summary results of test problem 1

Ro

Mean solutions Percentage of
space searched
searched

Number
optimal

Fig. 2. GA versus greedy search averaged over ten runs.
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Table 6.
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Seed

Test problem 2 results over ten seeds
Number of
evaluations

Percentage of space
searched

seen that both lines appear to be asymptotically approaching a solution, however the line corresponding to
the GA is approaching a much better solution than the
line corresponding to the greedy search.
The final G A results appear in Table 6. Since this
problem was so large that a reliability estimation had to be
used, a confidence interval for the reliabilities also appears in Table 6. This confidence interval was calculated
using the variance estimator in Equation 3. Note that six
of the ten solutions have a 95% confidence interval that
lies completely above the 0.95 reliability constraint.
Figure 3 is the best cost design from the ten runs (cost
= 566132, reliability = 0.952). The nodes are marked
with a diamond and the level of the each arc is represented by the number near it. Note that all three levels of
arc were used in this design indicating that the restrictive
assumption of a single arc reliability and cost does not
result in correct economic design.

3.3. Test problem 3 - source-sink
This problem demonstrates the flexibility of the GA approach in two respects. First, the calculation of reliability
is different. Second, the architecture of arcs is restricted;
18 of 36 arcs are unavailable for the network design as is
shown in Fig. 4. The G A easily accommodates these

Fig. 3. Best solution for randomly generated ten node layout.

R(x)

95% CI of R(x)

Min C(x)

rather fundamental changes. The change 'in the reliability
calculation is accomplished by simply modifying the
backtracking algorithm as was described in Section 2.2.
The fact that not all possible arcs are allowed in this
design is accommodated by simply leaving these arcs out
of the chromosome string.
This problem is taken from the literature [34,35] and
has 6.9 x 101° possible architectures, thus precluding
enumeration 'to identify the optimal design. The distance
matrix for this problem appears in the Appendix as
Table A2. A system reliability requirement Ro(x)= 0.99
is set. After some initial experimentation it was determined that s = 40, m% = 80, r,,, = 0.05 and g,
= 2000.
The remaining settings were as in the previous problems.
Results are presented in Table 7. Seven of the ten runs
found a best cost of 4680 with an architecture as shown in
Fig. 5, or a symmetric copy. The other three test runs
found a best cost of 4726 and had the architecture shown
in Fig. 6, or a symmetric copy. Since the G A found only
two distinct solutions over ten runs, it is likely that both
are near-optimal, if 4680 is not optimal. The results of
comparison with the greedy search algorithm described
for test problem 2 appear in Fig. 7. Note that the GA not
only converges to a superior solution, but also converges
at a greater speed, evidencing both effectiveness and

Fig. 4. Source-sink problem topology.

Deeter and Smith
Table 7. Test problem 3 results over ten seeds

Seed

Number of
evaluarions

Percentage of
space searched

Solution

Fig. 6
Fig. 6
Fig. 6
Fig. 5
Fig. 5
Fig. 5
Fig. 5
Fig. 5
Fig. 5
Fig. 5

Fig. 6. Source-sink solution with cost = 4726 and R ( x ) = 0.9902.
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3.4. Test problem 4 - 14 City LAN

Demonstrating this problem on a realistic, scaled-up application highlights the applicability of this work. This 14
node problem was constructed by selecting cities in the
US and computing the Euclidean distances between them
using their coordinates (Appendix, Table A3) and using
the four arc choices from Table 2. The search space of
this problem is 6 x 1OS4.Besides the scale-up issue, the
difference between this problem and the other design
problems is that this problem illustrates the flexibility of
the GA by reversing the constraint and the objective
function. In this problem the objective is to maximize
system reliability, subject to a cost constraint, prompting
some adjustments to the penalty function. Since the cost
now Forms the constraint, the penalty was applied to the
reliability of infeasible solutions (when C(x) > Co)using
Equation 4. Note that the primary objective of the penalty function is the same, solutions are penalized to the
degree that they violate the cost constraint. Co is the
maximum cost allowed (Co= 22000000) and RBEST(x)is
the maximum reliability feasible solution. This means any
infeasible solution will be inferior to at least the best
feasible solution, and in the latter phases of the search

Fig. 5.

0.99000.

when the system reliability nears 1.0, this penalty becomes a "death penalty." That is, only feasible solutions
are maintained in the population. A discussion of the
death penalty applied to constrained reliability optimization problems can be found in Coit and Smith [18]. The
penalty function of this problem is much less critical than
that of test problems 1 through 3 because for this formulation, many feasible (low cost) solutions can be
readily identified. When reliability is the constraint, it is
not always easy to identify even a single feasible solution.

For this problem, the Monte Carlo. iterations were increased since R(x) is the objective. For the general reliability check, which was used on every new population
member, t = 2500 replications. Then for the best check,
which was used to verify that a potential new best solution did have a reliability better than the current best
solution it was about to replace, t = 50000 repetitions.
The best check used a very large 1 value because as each
generation gets better, the reliability of the best solution
approaches 1:0, thus requiring a more accurate reliability
estimate. This GA was applied using s = 90, m% =25,
r,,, = 0.25, and g,,, = 250.

Source-sink solution with cost=4680 and R ( x ) =
Fig. 7. Source-sink GA versus greedy search.

Economic design of reliable networks
Table 8. Fourteen node LAN problem results over five runs
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Seed

c(x)

Best R(x) .

95%

CI of R(x)

Five runs were made using different random seeds and
the results are shown in Table 8. The topology of the best
solution (from random seed 3) is presented in the Appendix as Table A4. Since the computational effort required was burdensome, no reasonable comparisons
could be made. The solutions are all feasible and highly
reliable with similar system reliabilities. More importantly, this problem demonstrates that the GA method
can work on a very large problem and with a reversed
objective function. Furthermore, since the GA is an iterative search, for large problems, the search may be
terminated at any time and still return a feasible and very
good network design.
3.5. Test problem 5

-

Turkish universities network

This problem is a simplified version of a real network
design problem currently facing the federal government
of Turkey. Turkey is a rapidly developing country in Asia
Minor with a population of 64 million. The Turkish
government views communications infrastructure as a
main factor to boost economic development and has
initiated large communications projects since the 1980s.
As a result, Turkey has the newest and largest cornmunications network in Eastern Europe and the Middle
East. Because of continued growth .in internet use, the
Scientific and Technological Research Council of Turkey
(Tubitak) established ULAK-NET, a high speed data
network linking universities and research centers. ULAKNET will be expanded to include fiber-optic links between 19 academic centers in Turkey located in nine cities
throughout the country. The node neighborhoods, their
cities and the distance matrix in kilometers can be found
in the Appendix as Table A5. Unit costs for fiber optic
cable at three reliabilities were ascertained. Node costs
(fiber optic terminals) were not considered here. The cable
unit costs included material costs,' splicing costs, repeater
costs and placement costs (trenching, boring, etc.). The
cable reliabilities and the unit costs were: (0.960, 333),
(0.975, 433) and (0.990, 583). The reliability requirement
for the network was set at 0.99, and the objective was to
minimize cost.
The genetic algorithm was run as in Test Problem 2
with an increase of r,,, to 35% and an increase in Monte
Carlo replications to 9000 (at the initial generation) for
the general check and 120000 for the best check. The

Fig. 8. Best network to connect 19 universities in nine Turkish

cities.
increase in simulation replications was necessary because
of the precision needed for a real design problem. This
did cause increase in computational effort as reflected in
Table 3. The best solution that has a lower confidence
limit of reliability of greater than 0.99 after 400 generations is shown in Fig. 8. The numbers of connections
between cities, if greater than one, are shown in the bold
numbers. The exact architecture of this solution is shown
in the Appendix as Table A6. This solution has a cost
of 7694708, an expected reliability of 0.99967 and a
95% confidence interval about reliability of (0.99401,
1.00000).

Communications and data networks are becoming increasingly important, ranging from small networks within
a building or plant to global networks for high-speed data
transmission. These networks must all meet reliability
criteria, usually in the form of a minimum network reliability metric. Economics also plays a critical role as these
networks will incur large first costs during their construction. Furthermore, design problems are usually accomplished iteratively, where a crude design is refined as
more information and criteria are identified. Therefore, a
flexible, general approach is more useful than narrow and
restrictive special purpose algorithms that solve only
particular versions of the design problem or do not
scale-up to realistically sized problems. This paper has
considered the general problem of economic design of
reliable networks using an evolutionary approach that
cannot guarantee optimality, but has been demonstrated
to be effective on a wide range of problems,
If a user can be assured of optimal, or near-optimal,
results when exerting a small fraction of the computational effort required for enumerative methods there is
strong motivation to use a heuristic, such as the one developed in this paper. There is an added attraction that
since the GA is an iterative technique, which generally
achieves diminishing improvements in objective function
value as the search continues, the user may terminate the
search at any time and still have a very good, feasible

Deeter and Smith
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solution. Furthermore, not only a single good, feasible
solution is returned. The user may examine a group of
superior solutions if further investigation is warranted.
Besides the effectiveness and computational practicality
of GA, a strong attraction is the flexibility of the method.
With only minor alterations in the algorithm code,
problems with differing objectives and constraints, alternative methods of calculating or estimating network reliability, and varying restrictions on arc topologies can be
addressed. The approach could be readily expanded to
handle additional design considerations besides cost and
reliability, such as speed or volume. Similarly, expanding
the design problem to consider node reliability and redundant arcs could be done. In summary, this framework
is quite general and should be applicable to a wide range
of network design problems where economics and reliability are considerations.
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Table Al. Distance matrix for test problem 2

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

47.3995

41.7519
20.3 195

24.9990
28.9359
34.7425

48.8760
39.9203
19.8154
50.8140

54.7605
3 1.7823
15.4418
50.18 19
13.6208

33.7527
65.4767
49.4191
54.7977
41.8359
54.1884

34.6182
68.7027
53.0689
56.7332
45.8073
58.1259
3.9718

43.7072
32.1302
11.8351
43.0894
8.2105
12.0843
42.6274
46.5197

27.3028
62.2745
64.1 167
33.3708
75.0041
78.7647
58.0398
57.6986
68.8805

Table A2. Distance matrix for test problem 3

I

2

3

Table A3. Distance matrix for test problem 4

4

5

6

7

t
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Table A4. Best solution found for test problem 4; R(x) = 0.9981 and C(x) = 21656910
2

3

4

5

6

7

1

1

3

2

1

1
1

3

2
3
4
5
6
7

8

1
1

8

9

2
2
3
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3. Boston
4. Chicago
5. Cincinnati
6. Cleveland
7. Knnsns City

11

12

2
2

1

2
2
1

3

1

2

1

2
2

1

3

1

9
10
11
12
13
I . Atlanta
2. Baltimore

10

I3

14

2

1
.I

1
1
2

2

2

2

2
3

1
I

1
3

1

2
8. Memphis
9. New Orleans
10. New York
1 1. Philadelphia
12. Pittsburgh
13. St. Louis
14. Washington DC

Table AS. Distance matrix for test problem 5
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Research
center
I d t
Tabtakale*
Atakoysup >
Levent
Ayazaga*
Gayrettepe l*
Gayrettepe 2*
Bursa
Yenisehir**
Trabzon
Ulus 1**
U ~ U2**
S
Acibadem 1*
Acibadem 2*
Kadikoy*
lzmir
Antalya
Adana
Diyarbakir

Tahttak Atakoy Levrnr

111
-

126
I5

-

120
15
15

-

Ayazaga

122
17
17
2

-

9
Gay

Gay

I

2

115
5
13
5
8

116

-

~ u r s a Yeniseh

132
243
258
248
251
246
245
-

6

14
6
9
1

-

Trabzon

346
458
473
460
463
457
456
384

968
1079
1094
1082
1085
1080
1079
383
766
-

-

Ulw
1

UIur

343
454
469
456
459
454
453
380
3
763

344
456
471
457
460
455
454
381
4
764
1

2

-

'

Acib
1

Acib
2

Kadikoy

Izrnir

Anttalya

Adana

Diyarbakir

106
10
25
12
15
10

107
11
26
13
16
9
8
236
451
1075
451
450
1

105
5
23
I5
18
12
11
240
453
1077
453
452
4
3

454
565
580
570
573
568
567
322
580
1345
582
583
560
56 1
563
-

613
724
740
730
733
728
727
542
542
1307
544
545
720
721
723
469

828939
954
943
946
940
939
831
487
972
489
490
932
933
934
898
553

1261
1342
1357
1353
1355
1350
1351
1301
920
624
921
922
1337
1338
1340
1424
1079
526

9

235
450
1074
450
449

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

In Istanbul, Turkey
"In Ankara, Turkey

Table A6. Best solution for problem 6
Research
center

Tahttak

IPnit
Tahtakale*
Atakoy*
Levent*
Ayazaga*
Gayrettepe l*
Gayrettepe 2*
Bursa
YenisehiP*
Trabzon
Ulus I**
Ulus 2**
Acibadem 1*
Acibadem 2*
Kadikoy*

Tzmir
Antalya
Adana
Diyarbakir
*In Istanbul, Turkey
**In Ankara, Turkey

Atokoy

1

Levent

1
1
2

Ayaazaga

Gay
1

Gay
2

Bursa

Yeniseh

Trabzon

Ulw
I

2

2

Ulur Acib
2

1

1

Acib

Kadikoy

Izmir

1

Diyarbakir

2
3

2

2

1

3
2

2

I

Adana

2

1
3

Anrralya

2

2

I

1

2
1

2

3
I
2

2
1

3

2

I

1

1

3
1

I

1
1
2

1
1
I

0

3
0

3
fi-

9
5-

3

o1
a

$

8
?

%
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